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Abstract

To evaluate the efficacy of corticosteroids on coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‐19)
patients with different levels of disease severity. In our multicenter study, 543

patients with confirmed COVID‐19 were classified as non‐severe group and severe

group, and then were compared respectively for all‐cause mortality and length of

hospital stay between those who received corticosteroids and not. By searching in

PubMed, Web of Science, Embase, and CNKI, we identified 13 retrospective studies

and 6 random control trials eligible for criteria of inclusion, and conducted com-

prehensive meta‐analyses assessing the impacts of corticosteroids on mortality,

length of stay, duration of RNA clearance and duration of fever. Our multicenter

study demonstrated that low‐dose corticosteroids can reduce mortality in the

multivariable Cox regression analysis for severe patients (p = .03), while presented

no influence in univariable analysis for non‐severe patients (p = .14). From multi-

variable analyses, patients with corticosteroids in non‐severe group had longer

duration of hospitalization (p = .003), but did not in severe group (p = .18). Moreover,

for severe patients, corticosteroids can evidently shorten duration of fever. The

same results were summarized in the meta‐analyses supplemented with the result

that corticosteroids delayed viral clearing in non‐severe patients. Corticosteroids

should be considered based on patient's condition. For patients with non‐severe
COVID‐19, corticosteroid was not recommended as a routine therapeutic initiative

as that presented prolonged duration of hospitalization and delayed viral clearing,

as well as no positive impact on prognosis. While low‐dose corticosteroids may

benefit patients with severe COVID‐19 for it can manifestly lower risk of death and

improve the clinical status to some extent.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, the first pneumonia case caused by the severe

acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2), now known

as coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‐19), was identified in Wuhan,

Hubei Province, China.1 SARS‐CoV‐2 infection was then quickly

spread globally.2–4 Evidence shows that the person‐to‐person
transmission is the main cause of the large‐scale outbreak of

COVID‐19.5 As of September 20, 2020, there has been more than

30 million confirmed cases worldwide and nearly one million deaths.

Previous studies had reported various therapeutic initiatives and

effect assessment related to COVID‐19, including antiviral, im-

munotherapy, corticosteroid therapy, and other symptomatic sup-

portive treatments, but there are still no specific drugs for treatment

and control. Thereinto, corticosteroid was widely used in patients

with COVID‐19 pneumonia, while its efficacy remains controversial.

Given the experience and lessons of severe acute respiratory syn-

drome (SARS) treatment, improper use of systemic corticosteroids

can increase the risk of secondary infection, osteonecrosis of the

femoral head, hypokalemia, etc.6–8 Meanwhile, several observational

studies in the early stage of COVID‐19 outbreak suggested that

corticosteroid treatment may increase the mortality to some ex-

tent.9,10 Tang et al.11 called for caution in the use of corticosteroids

for COVID‐19 and did not recommend this as a routine treatment.

To date, three meta‐analysis articles summarized the effects of

corticosteroid therapy mainly including studies on SARS and Middle

East respiratory syndrome (MERS), as well as several early‐stage
observational studies of COVID‐19, and suggested that employment

of corticosteroids cannot improve survival or reduce length of hos-

pital stay, but spark some adverse effects.12–14 Due to the hetero-

geneity of disease among SARS, MERS, and COVID‐19, and non‐
specificity of the study cohorts for the literatures of COVID‐19 in-

cluded in the meta‐analysis, the reliability of the results needs fur-

ther verification. Afterwards, multiple cohort studies and

randomized controlled trials (RCTs) primarily to compare the mor-

tality of COVID patients who did receive or not receive corticos-

teroid emerged within a short period. In early September, a

prospective meta‐analysis of clinical trials of critically ill patients

with COVID‐19 reported that administration of systematic corti-

costeroid was associated with lower 28‐day all‐cause mortality,

which clearly demonstrated the benefit of corticosteroid therapy.15

However, there is currently no high‐quality meta‐analysis to sys-

tematically compare the effects of corticosteroid therapy in patients

with different severity levels and the impact on other outcome in-

dicators, such as length of hospital stay, RNA clearance time, and

duration of fever.

Thus, our study aimed at two domains: (1) to evaluate the effi-

cacy of corticosteroid on mortality, length of hospital stay and

changes in body temperatures between severe and non‐severe pa-

tients with COVID‐19 from our multi‐center study; (2) to review and

summarize high‐quality evidence for efficacy of corticosteroid on

COVID‐19 from online databases providing a comprehensive un-

derstanding to facilitate clinical practice.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Multi‐center study

2.1.1 | Study design

This multi‐center retrospective study included 543 adult (≥18 years

old) patients confirmed with COVID‐19 between December 29, 2019

and February 17, 2020 from 14 hospitals in Hubei Province of China.

The 14 hospitals involved in the study are government‐designated
hospitals to receive and treat the patients with COVID‐19, and seven

of them were from Wuhan, the outbreak center of COVID‐19 then.

According to World Health Organization interim guidance (https://

www.who.int/) and Chinese new coronavirus infected pneumonia di-

agnosis and treatment plan (http://www.nhc.gov.cn/), all patients in

this study were classified into the non‐severe and the severe. Of them,

patients who used corticosteroid were assigned to corticosteroid co-

horts respectively, while those who did not were assigned to no cor-

ticosteroid cohorts. The ethics committee reviewed and approved this

study (Ethics committee, Tongji Hospital, Huazhong University of

Science and Technology, Wuhan, China, IRB ID:TJ‐C20200144). The
written informed patient consent was waived owing to the emerging

infectious disease.

2.1.2 | Data collection

All data collected from the hospital's electronic medical record

system of every hospital were as follow: demographic character-

istics (age and gender), medical history of chronic disease (hy-

pertension, diabetes, chronic respiratory, liver, and renal disease),

sign and symptoms (fever, cough, shortness of breath, tempera-

ture, respiratory rate, and heart rate), laboratory findings on ad-

mission (PaO2, WBC, C‐reactive protein (CRP), alanine

aminotransferase, bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase, creatinine and

lactate dehydrogenase) and treatment information (antiviral, an-

tibacterial, immunotherapy, oxygen delivery, and corticosteroid

therapy), as well as clinical outcomes (mortality and length of

hospital stay). These data were then collated, analyzed and in-

terpreted by researchers from the Department of Respiratory and

Critical Care Medicine, Tongji Hospital, Huazhong University of

Science and Technology.

2.1.3 | Exposure, outcome and definition

The main exposure was the employment of corticosteroid therapy be-

tween severe/corticosteroid cohort (SC) and non‐severe/corticosteroid
cohort (NC). We explicitly recorded the type of corticosteroid, daily

dosage and duration of treatment. The primary outcomes included

mortality and length of hospital stay. Fever was defined as axillary

temperature exceeding 37.3°C. The date of disease onset was marked

by the first appearance of fever (either reported by the patient or
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confirmed by measurement), cough, or other related clinical symptoms

with or without abnormal imaging results.

2.1.4 | Statistical analysis

Continuous variables were expressed as median (interquartile range) as

they were not distributed normally, and categorical variables were ex-

pressed as number (%). The Mann–Whitney U test was employed for

comparison of continuous data. χ2 test or the Fisher exact test was used

to compare the categorical data as appropriate. To explore the efficacy of

corticosteroid therapy on patients' clinical outcome (mortality or length

of hospital stay), univariable and multivariable Cox regression were

processed. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (Version 26.0),

and figures were plotted using software package R (version 3.6.3). p< .05

(two‐sided) was considered statistically significant.

2.2 | Meta‐analysis

2.2.1 | Search strategy

Our meta‐analysis mainly focused on the efficacy of corticosteroid

therapy on COVID‐19 patients. We searched electronic databases in-

cluding PubMed, Web of Science, Embase, and CNKI (China National

Knowledge Infrastructure) up to September 20, 2020 with language

restriction of English and Chinese. The searching strategy were as follow:

(“COVID‐19”OR “SARS‐CoV‐2”OR “2019 novel coronavirus”OR “2019‐
nCoV” OR "Coronavirus disease 2019") AND ("corticosteroid" OR “glu-

cocorticoid” OR “methylprednisolone” OR “dexamethasone” OR “pre-

dnisone” OR “hydrocortisone”). The decision on literature inclusion was

reached by two authors (Y Zhan and Q Huang) after detailed screening

and resolution of disagreement. The included literatures covered retro-

spective cohort studies and RCTs, where included patients were con-

firmed with COVID‐19 and the study grouping was based on the use of

corticosteroid. The exclusion process and criteria of ineligible studies was

shown in Fig S1.

2.2.2 | Data extraction and quality assessment

Two authors (Y Zhan and Y Gu) independently browsed included lit-

eratures for full text and extracted the original data using the predefined

form: (1) basic information (first author, research year, study design and

research country); (2) patient characteristics (total number of partici-

pants, severity of disease, gender and age); (3) exposure or intervention

details (type of corticosteroid, dosage and duration of therapy); and (4)

outcomes (mortality, length of hospital stay, duration of RNA clearance

and duration of fever). To assess the risk of bias, two authors (Y Zhan and

Y Gu) used the Newcastle–Ottawa scale (NOS) for the retrospective

studies16 and Jadad score for the RCTs.17 The NOS scores were achieved

by evaluating selection, comparability and outcome categories with a

maximum of 9. While the Jadad scores were obtained by evaluating

three domains of randomization, blinding, and dropouts/withdrawals with

a maximum of 5. We considered the study with a NOS score ≥6 or Jadad

score ≥3 as high quality.

2.2.3 | Statistical analysis

The mete‐analysis was conducted using Review Manager 5.3 (The

Cochrane Collaboration). We pooled eligible data and described the

continuous data by mean difference (MD) with 95% confidence in-

terval (CI), while the dichotomous data by risk ratio (RR) with 95%

CI. Studies with an I² statistic less than 50% were considered to have

no heterogeneity, where the fixed‐effects model was chosen. While

those with an I² statistic ≥50% are considered to have heterogeneity,

where the random‐effects model was chosen. A sensitivity analysis

was conducted by detecting the stability for the composite outcome

of the remaining studies when excluding one study at a time. The

funnel plots were used to assess the potential publication bias.

p < .05 (two‐sided) was considered statistically significant.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Multi‐center study

3.1.1 | Basic characteristics

A total of 543 patients with confirmed COVID‐19 were included in this

multi‐center retrospective study, 79 in the NC, 196 in the non‐severe/no
corticosteroid cohort (NN), 178 in the SC and 90 in the severe/no cor-

ticosteroid cohort (SN). Overall, almost 6%(31/543) of patients had died,

of which there were two deaths in NC and 1 death in NN with no

significant difference (p= .14), as well as 13 deaths in SC and 15 deaths in

SN with significant difference (p= .02). The baseline characteristics

among these four cohorts were displayed in Table 1.

Administration of corticosteroids were delivered in patients of NC

and SC cohorts within 3 days after admission. Three types of drugs were

mainly given orally or intravenously, namely methylprednisolone, hy-

drocortisone and dexamethasone. The corticosteroid values recorded in

the study were all calculated and analyzed after conversion to methyl-

prednisolone according to the formula: 0.3mg dexamethasone= 8mg

methylprednisolone= 1.6mg methylprednisolone (Table 2). The values of

daily dosage were not different significantly (p= .52) in patients who

received corticosteroid between NC and SC cohorts, and both values of

median dosage were 40 regarded as a low‐dose administration. While

the median treatment period in NC was 6 days (4–9) shorter evidently

than that in SC (8 days [5–10]) with p= .003.

3.1.2 | Mortality and length of hospital stay

For mortality, there was no difference between NC and NN as was

shown in Table 1, while it's different significantly between SC and SN
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TABLE 1 Baseline characteristics of COVID‐19 patients treated with or without corticosteroid in non‐severe and severe group

Non‐severe group Severe group
Corticosteroid No corticosteroid p Value Corticosteroid No corticosteroid p Value

Number of patients 79 196 178 90

Demographic information

Age, years 48 (32–58) 44 (32–56) 0.27 55 (45–64) 56 (40–67) .95

Gender

Male 30 (39%) 79 (40%) .84 89 (50%) 46 (51%) .86

Female 49 (61%) 117 (60%) 89 (50%) 44 (49%)

Comorbidity 31 (39%) 55 (28%) .07 109 (61%) 55 (61%) .98

Hypertension 12 (15%) 22 (11%) .37 46 (26%) 23 (26%) .96

Diabetes 2 (3%) 7 (4%) .66 32 (18%) 14 (16%) .62

Chronic respiratory disease 3 (4%) 7 (4%) .93 13 (7%) 3 (3%) .28

Liver disease 3 (4%) 4 (2%) .40 9 (5%) 2 (2%) .27

Renal disease 0 2 (1%) .37 5 (3%) 1 (1%) .37

Days from the onset to admission 6 (4–9) 6 (4–8) .99 8 (6–10) 9 (5–11) .99

Signs and symptoms

Fever 70 (89%) 160 (82%) .16 162 (91%) 79 (88%) .41

Cough 56 (71%) 131 (67%) .51 117 (66%) 51 (57%) .15

Shortness of breath 14 (18%) 31 (16%) .70 79 (44%) 33 (37%) .23

RR, bpm 20 (20–20) 20 (20–21) .49 20 (20–21) 20 (20–20) .005

HR, bpm 85 (80–102) 86 (78–96) .26 88 (80–100) 84 (77–98) .08

Laboratory findings

PaO2, mmHg 89 (74–111) 98 (83–104) .24 75 (62–96) 86 (76–105) .007

White blood cell count, ×109/L 4.5 (3.2–5.8) 4.5 (3.6–5.7) .69 4.9 (3.8–6.3) 4.6 (3.6–5.9) .45

Neutrophil count, ×109/L 3.1 (1.8–4.7) 2.7 (1.9–3.6) .14 3.7 (2.4–5.1) 3.2 (2.2–4.5) .22

Lymphocyte count, ×109/L 1.0 (0.7–1.4) 1.3 (0.9–1.7) .0002 0.9 (0.6–1.2) 1.0 (0.8–1.4) .003

CRP, mg/L 19.0 (9.4–41.9) 13.3 (5.4–28.6) .03 32.7 (15.3–61.2) 23.1 (8.5–51.1) .01

Alanine aminotransferase, U/L 17 (13–27) 20 (14–30) .19 21 (15–36) 20 (13–28) .10

Total bilirubin, umol/L 9.7 (7.2–12.4) 8.9 (6.8–11.5) .34 8.4 (6.1–10.9) 8.3 (5.8–10.6) .59

Alkaline phosphatase, U/L 56 (49–70) 58 (49–71) .80 59 (48–70) 59 (47–76) .77

Creatinine, umol/L 67 (54–83) 61 (51–76) .07 69 (55–85) 66 (54–83) .77

Lactate dehydrogenase, U/L 226 (176–258) 201 (171–244) .08 278 (222–361) 246 (198–299) .007

Treatments

Antiviral 76 (96%) 174 (89%) .06 167 (94%) 83 (92%) .62

Antibacterial 77 (97%) 104 (53%) <.0001 168 (94%) 75 (83%) .003

Immunotherapy 30 (38%) 26 (13%) <.0001 77 (43%) 20 (22%) .0007

Oxygen delivery 1 (1%) 0 .29 162 (91%) 86 (96%) .22

Outcomes

Deaths 2 (3%) 1 (1%) .14 13 (7%) 15 (17%) .02

Length of hospital stay 13 (11–18) 10 (7–13) <.0001 14 (10–18) 10 (8–13) <.0001

Note: Data are expressed as n (%), median (IQR).

Abbreviations: COVID‐19, coronavirus disease 2019; CRP, C‐reactive protein; HR, heart rate; IQR, interquartile range; PaO2, arterial partial pressure of

oxygen; RR, respiratory rate.
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(p= .02). To explore the efficacy of corticosteroid therapy on mortality

for severe group, some variables different significantly in Table 1 (p< .05)

were included into univariable Cox regression to screen for potential

confounding factors, including RR, arterial partial pressure of oxygen

(PaO2), lymphocyte count, CRP, lactate dehydrogenase, antibacterial and

immunotherapy. We chose as the final inclusion into multivariable Cox

regression the factors that was significantly different in univariable Cox

regression analysis and potentially affected the prognosis, namely CRP,

lactate dehydrogenase, immunotherapy, and corticosteroid therapy.

Result of multivariable Cox regression analysis suggested that adminis-

tration of corticosteroids could clearly reduce the mortality for patients

in severe group (Figure 1A).

In the same way above, we performed Cox regression analyses

regarding the influence of corticosteroids on the length of hospital stay

for non‐severe patients and severe patients respectively. Eventually, the

variables included in the multivariable Cox regression analysis for non‐
severe group were antibacterial and corticosteroid therapy, while CRP,

PaO2, lactate dehydrogenase, immunotherapy, antibacterial and

TABLE 2 Detail information of
corticosteroid therapy

Non‐severe group Severe group p Value

Number of patients 79 178

Dosage, mg/d 40.0 (33.3–40.0) 40.0 (31.4–52.1) .52

Treatment period, days 6 (4–9) 8 (5–10) .003

Note: Data are expressed as median (IQR). The doses of all‐type corticosteroids were uniformly

converted into methylprednisolone (dexamethasone 0.3mg = hydrocortisone

8mg =methylprednisolone 1.6 mg).

Abbreviations: COVID‐19, coronavirus disease 2019; IQR, interquartile range.

F IGURE 1 Efficacy of corticosteroids on patients with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‐19) in multi‐center study. Shown are the
multivariable Cox regression curves for (A) the influence of corticosteroid therapy on mortality in patients with severe COVID‐19, (B) the
impact of corticosteroid therapy on length of hospital stay in patients with non‐severe COVID‐19 and (C) the impact of corticosteroid therapy
on length of hospital stay in patients with severe COVID‐19. The changes of temperatures in patients with severe COVID‐19 are displayed (D).
*p < .05 versus the temperatures of patients who received corticosteroids. #p < .05 versus the temperatures of patients who were measured on
admission
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corticosteroid therapy for severe group. Surprisingly, corticosteroid

therapy can obviously prolong the length of hospital stay for non‐severe
group (Figure 1B), but not for severe group (Figure 1C).

3.1.3 | Changes in temperature

Combined with the result of meta‐analysis (Figure 2), we purposefully

collected the temperature values of patients in severe group on admis-

sion, on Day 3, on Day 5 and on discharge/death. As indicated in

Figure 1D, THEmean temperature on admission in SC cohort was 37.9°C

slightly higher than that of 37.6°C in SN cohort without any difference

(p= .26). But on Day 3, patients who received corticosteroids restored

rapidly to a mean temperature of 36.7°C, and there was significant dif-

ference either compared with temperature on admission (p< .0001) or

compared with the mean value on Day 3 (37.2°C) in SN cohort (p= .003).

While the temperature in SN cohort restored gradually to normal range

on Day 5. We can easily conclude that corticosteroids may shorten the

duration of fever.

3.2 | Meta‐analysis

3.2.1 | Basic characteristics of included literatures

We ultimately included 19 literatures with a total of 8867 subjects after

rapid and detailed screening, of which 13 were retrospective studies and

6 were RCTs.18–36 The search and selection process were shown in FigS1

The majority of studies were conducted in various provinces of China,

and the remaining were from multiple countries globally. Non‐severe
patients with COVID‐19 were investigated in 10 retrospective studies,

while severe patients in 5 retrospective studies. Subjects of RCTs were

mainly severe patients. All studies were considered as high‐quality with

the NOS scores for retrospective studies higher than 6 and the Jadad

scores for RCTs higher than 3. The basic information for each study

included was introduced in Table S1.

3.2.2 | Mortality

To explore the efficacy of corticosteroids on mortality, 11 studies

with 8302 subjects were analyzed, of which 5 were retrospective

studies and 6 were RCTs (Figure 3). On the whole, the use of

corticosteroids can significantly reduce the mortality in patients

with COVID‐19 (RR = 0.87; 95% CI: 0.80–0.94; I2 = 26%), and

there was no evident heterogeneity. For subgroup analyses of

retrospective studies, corticosteroids cannot reduce the mor-

tality either in non‐severe patients (RR = 0.64; 95% CI:

0.38–1.06; I2 = 0%) or in severe patients (RR = 0.72; 95% CI:

0.49–1.08; I2 = 0%). While the subgroup analysis for RCTs in-

dicated that administration of corticosteroids was associated

with lower mortality (RR = 0.88; 95% CI: 0.81–0.95; I2 = 49%) and

the sensitivity analysis was stable.

3.2.3 | Length of hospital stay

To assess the influence of corticosteroids on length of hospital stay,

12 studies with 1300 patients were included in the meta‐analysis, of
which 10 were retrospective studies and 2 were RCTs (Figure 4). Overall,

corticosteroids may prolong the duration of hospitalization (MD=2.48

days; 95% CI: 0.51–4.45; I2 = 82%). Subgroup analyses of retrospective

studies suggested that corticosteroids can significantly increase the

length of stay in non‐severe patients (MD=4.61 days; 95% CI:

2.75–6.46; I2 = 63%) and sensitivity analysis was stable, but not in severe

patients (MD=−1.39 days; 95% CI: −4.38 to 1.60; I2 = 0%). There was

also no impact for subgroup analysis of RCTs (MD=−2.36 days; 95% CI:

−8.90 to 4.18; I2 = 90%).

F IGURE 2 Effect of corticosteroids on duration of fever in patients with COVID‐19. CI, confidence interval; COVID‐19, coronavirus
disease 2019
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3.2.4 | Duration of RNA clearance

To investigate the impact of corticosteroids on duration of RNA

clearance, only 11 retrospective studies with 627 subjects were

analyzed (Figure 5). Pooled data indicated that corticosteroids can-

not delay the RNA clearing (MD = 1.56 days; 95% CI: −0.01 to 3.14;

I2 = 56%). But the subgroup analysis of non‐severe patients demon-

strated that corticosteroid therapy was associated with prolonged

duration of RNA clearance (MD = 2.03 days; 95% CI: 0.30–3.7;

I2 = 57%) and sensitivity analysis was stable.

3.2.5 | Duration of fever

To evaluate the influence of corticosteroids on duration of fever,

5 retrospective studies with 378 patients were included in the

meta‐analysis, where there were 300 non‐severe patients and

78 severe patients (Figure 2). The overall result showed corti-

costeroid therapy had no distinct impact on duration of fever

(MD = −2.57 days; 95% CI: −6.09 to 0.94; I2 = 96%). Subgroup

analyses suggested that corticosteroids can shorten the duration

of fever in severe patients (MD = −3.14 days; 95% CI: −4.20 to

−2.08; I2 = 0%), but not in non‐severe patients.

3.2.6 | Publication bias

We produced four funnel plots for these four endpoints respec-

tively to assess the publication bias. As shown in Figure S2, there

was no obvious publication bias in the studies included in our

meta‐analysis.

4 | DISCUSSION

This is the first study to explore the effectiveness of corticosteroid

therapy for patients with COVID‐19 by combining clinical research and

meta‐analysis. The multicenter retrospective study demonstrated that

low‐dose corticosteroids can significantly lower the risk of death and

shorten duration of fever among patients in severe group, while prolong

duration of hospitalization in among patients in non‐severe group. The

meta‐analysis confirmed the same results and found that corticosteroids

may delay viral clearing in non‐severe patients. Therefore, corticosteroids
exhibited different therapeutic efficacy in patients with non‐severe or

severe COVID‐19.
Consistent with many previously published studies,1,37 compared

with non‐severe patients, severe patients have worse baseline char-

acteristics and higher therapeutic requirements in our multicenter study,

F IGURE 3 Efficacy of corticosteroids on mortality in patients with COVID‐19. CI, confidence interval; COVID‐19, coronavirus disease 2019
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such as older age, more comorbidities, and worse biochemical indicators.

Ye et al. suggested that patients with COVID‐19 should be treated dif-

ferently according to the severity of the disease.38 To date, corticosteroid

therapy remains as one of the pivotal adjuvant initiatives for COVID‐19,
the role of which should be assessed respectively between non‐severe
patients and severe patients to facilitate clinical decision‐making.

F IGURE 4 Influence of corticosteroids on length of hospital stay in patients with COVID‐19. CI, confidence interval; COVID‐19, coronavirus
disease 2019

F IGURE 5 Impact of corticosteroids on duration of viral RNA clearance in patients with COVID‐19. CI, confidence interval; COVID‐19,
coronavirus disease 2019
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Hasan et al. classified the disease process of COVID‐19 as

three stages, namely early infection, lung progression and hyper-

inflammation phase.39 In the stage of early infection, patients of-

ten presented with some mild or nonspecific symptoms, such as

fever and cough. He proposed that treatment at this stage was

primarily targeted toward symptomatic relief and avoided the use

of corticosteroids. Surprisingly, what resembled to Hasan's pro-

posal was that corticosteroids were not recommended for patients

with non‐severe COVID‐19 as that cannot significantly reduce

mortality or duration of fever, and even may increase the duration

of hospital stay and delay viral RNA clearing, which were con-

cluded from our meta‐analysis and further validated in our multi‐
centered study. A preliminary clinical trial31 reported that the use

of dexamethasone was not associated with 28‐day mortality in

patients who received no oxygen therapy, which provided a robust

evidence demonstrating the unnecessity of corticosteroids among

non‐severe COVID‐19 patients. In addition, consistent with

studies on SARS and MERS,40,41 systematic corticosteroids in

COVID‐19 may also lead a delayed viral RNA clearing and a pro-

longed length of hospital stay. As indicated by Hasan,39 stages of

early infection and lung phase were considered as viral response

phase where virus performed rapid replication, while early initia-

tion of corticosteroids at this phase resulted in delayed viral

clearance (thus a higher subsequent plasma viral load).40 Although

it's reported in early‐stage observational studies that the pro-

longed duration of hospitalization was primarily associated with

the more severe baseline characteristics in patients who received

corticosteroid therapy, we considered the delayed role of corti-

costeroids on viral clearing as main cause for prolonged duration

of hospitalization on account of the relatively balanced baseline

characteristics between NC and NN cohorts in our multi‐centered
study. Consequently, for patients with non‐severe COVID‐19,
corticosteroid therapy presented no manifest improvement in

survival, and delayed viral clearing and increase length of hospital

stay instead.

In severe COVID‐19 pneumonia, patients' symptoms worsen

rapidly and were considered in hyperinflammation phase where

proper corticosteroid was recommended to suppress the cytokine

storm.39,42 Corticosteroid is a classical immunosuppressive drug that

helps in delaying or halting the progress of pneumonia and has been

effective for the treatment of ARDS,43,44 and meanwhile serves as an

anti‐inflammatory agent that reduces systemic inflammation, de-

creases exudation into the lung tissue, promotes the absorption of

inflammation, and prevents alveolar damage.45 These effects of

corticosteroids may improve the prognosis of severe COVID‐19
patient to some extent. In the meta‐analysis of RCTs regarding

mortality, the RR was 0.88 with 95% CI from 0.81 to 0.95 in favor of

corticosteroid therapy. Given that subjects in RCTs substantially

consisted of patients with severe COVID‐19, the administration of

corticosteroids in severe‐type patients should be adopted properly,

which was also suggested in a prospective meta‐analysis of clinical

trials.15 Moreover, we also conducted Cox regression analysis to

further confirm the beneficial role of corticosteroids in survival of

severe patients. As indicated, due to the host' susceptibility to hy-

perinflammation in severe‐type patients, corticosteroids functioned as

the anti‐inflammatory agent with the capability to suppress in-

flammation and lower body temperature rapidly in patients at this

stage.39 This effect was also demonstrated in the subgroup analysis of

retrospective studies (severe) and multicenter study. In addition to a

shorter duration of fever, a faster improvement of SpO2 was found in

cases of severe SARS‐CoV‐2 pneumonia treated with low‐dose, short‐
term methylprednisolone, which was possibly associated with the ef-

fectiveness of corticosteroid on hypoxemia.44,46 To summarize briefly,

corticosteroid therapy can help in either reducing the mortality or

improving the clinical status in patients with severe COVID‐19. Fur-
thermore, previous meta‐analysis demonstrated that corticosteroids

may increase length of hospital stay.12,13 In contrast, a recently pub-

lished clinical trial32 suggested that corticosteroids decreased length

of stay evidently. While the length of stay was not significantly pro-

longed in severe‐type patients who received low‐dose corticosteroids

either in multivariable Cox regression or in our meta‐analysis. Inter-
estingly, although the duration of RNA clearing was not collected in

our multicentered study, the result of subgroup meta‐analysis sug-

gested that corticosteroids had no significant impact on duration of

RNA clearance in patients with severe COVID‐19, which may be as-

sociated with patients at this stage primarily characterized with host

hyperinflammation activity and having completed the stage of virus

replication. It can be speculated that the clearing of viral RNA may be

closely related to the length of the patient's hospital stay. Besides, we

also considered the severity of disease and some unknown reasons

possibly masking the role of corticosteroids. More large‐scale and

rigorously designed random control trials are required to further

elucidate the specific impact of corticosteroid on length of hospital

stay and virus clearing in the future.

There remain some limitations in this study. First of all, the exact

time of viral RNA shedding was untested timely and recorded owing

to the overwhelming medical pressure and restrained medical re-

sources then. What's more, the dynamic change of temperatures for

non‐severe patients was not collected with the values lacking too

much to statistically analyze. Finally, the literature search was not

performed in each database on account of the inaccessibility.

In conclusion, the therapeutic response to corticosteroids dif-

fered in patients with different severity of disease. For patients with

non‐severe COVID‐19, corticosteroids were not recommended as a

routine therapeutic initiative as that presented the prolonged dura-

tion of hospitalization and delayed viral RNA clearing, as well as no

impact on mortality and duration of fever. While low‐dose adminis-

tration of corticosteroids may benefit the patients with severe

COVID‐19 for it can manifestly lower risk of death and shorten

duration of fever without significant influence for length of hospital

stay. It can be evidently concluded that corticosteroids may be more

suitable for severe patients relative to non‐severe patients. There-

fore, corticosteroids should be considered or not prudently based on

patient's condition, which was expected to help guiding physicians in

the corticosteroid management for COVID‐19 in clinical practice to

some extent.
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